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Distribution: Attendees, Oliver Tondorf, Kay Heinrichs, Martin Fordham

ITEM ISSUE
1

ACTION

Entry numbers.
It was agreed that the enquiry to select Action: ECC Charter to be
organisers for 2019 would be based on 52 updated (done)
entries.

2

Entry Fees
It was agreed that the entry fees would
be €110 per participant.

3

Enquiry for Organisers

3.1

The issue of cost transparency was
raised. Participants should be able to see
how their payments are split amongst
charter fees, mooring fees, parties,
goodies, organisational costs and
organisers profit, etc. Opinion ranges
from making it a condition of bidding to
not considering it necessary at all and
potentially resulting in ECC having no
bidders and hence no event.

Action: ECC Charter to be
updated (done)

Action: Martin Fordham to
include request for cost
breakdown in the enquiry but not
to risk a bid decline by insisting on
it. (done)
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3.2

It was suggested to consider asking
None.
bidders to include in their offer an option
on the following year as well. There are
practical issues with this, not least that it
is not possible to lock in prices two years
in advance, the fleet cannot be fixed and
the bid would therefore need revalidating anyway.

3.3

There was a suggestion to issue the
enquiry for organisers before ECC week
so that the new commodore can review
bids and choose the organiser/location
shortly after ECC week.

None.

Issues with this suggestion are that
charter companies cannot make offers
more than a year in advance and this
approach does not allow the new
commodore to “put his/her stamp” on the
event from the start.
4

Sponsorship approach
There was general discussion about
Action: JHH to discuss with
sponsors and the approach that should be Martin Fordham (done).
taken.
Post meeting proposal: The New
Commodore should contact the previous
years’ sponsors as soon as possible after
ECC week and engage with them by
providing positive feedback about how the
fleet appreciated their sponsorship,
finding out what their intentions are for
the next ECC event, putting links on the
ECC website, etc.
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Insurance.
Despite the fact that almost all charter
boats are involved in events like ECC
every year, it is not clear whether
participants are actually covered by
insurance whilst racing, even if the
charter companies are prepared to issue a
letter saying it is permitted.

Action: Pieter van Beuzekom will
outline by email to all commodores
what it would entail to form an
ECC club in the Netherlands that
Pantaenius would accept as
enabling cover to be provided to
the fleet as a whole. The club
would be formed in a way that
Pantaenius have indicated they may be
willing to provide top-up cover but only if would not make the board liable
for anything (done).
ECC becomes an entity in the form of a
club.
6

Commodores’ races, Day 5, Race 1 and
Race 2.
The commodores agreed that the results Action: Final results for the
did not reflect actual positions for those archive reflect agreed rankings
two days and the ranking was agreed to
for those two days (done).
be different from the recorded finish
times.

John Hall Hall
May 2018
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